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(54) PATH SELECTING METHOD, TERMINAL DEVICE, AND NETWORK DEVICE

(57) Disclosed are a path selecting method, a termi-
nal device, and a network device. The method comprises:
the terminal device receives first indication information
sent by the network device, the first indication information
being used for indicating a transmission path of a specific
service, and the transmission path being a honeycomb
path or a side path; the terminal device transmits the
specific service on the transmission path indicated by the
first indication information. The method facilitates im-
proving the communication performance.
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Description

[0001] This application is based upon and claims pri-
ority to Chinese Patent Application No. 201810798885.2,
filed on July 19, 2018, titled "Method for selecting path,
terminal device and network device", the entire contents
thereof are incorporated herein by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The embodiments of the present application re-
late to the field of communication technologies, and in
particular, relate to a method for selecting a path, a ter-
minal device, and a network device.

BACKGROUND

[0003] The Internet of Vehicles system is a kind of Side-
link (SL) transmission technology based on Long Term
Evolution-Device to Device (LTE-D2D). Different from
the manner for receiving or sending communication data
through a base station in the traditional LTE system, the
Internet of Vehicles system adopts device to device direct
communication, so it has higher spectrum efficiency and
lower transmission delay. Therefore, in the Internet of
Vehicles system, there are two transmission paths: 1.
the transmission path received or sent by the base sta-
tion; 2. the device to device direct (D2D) communication
path. How the terminal device transmits services on
these two paths is a problem to be solved.

SUMMARY

[0004] The embodiments of the present application
provide a method for selecting a path, a terminal device,
and a network device, which are beneficial for improving
communication performance.
[0005] In a first aspect, there is provided a method for
selecting a path, including: receiving, by a terminal de-
vice, first indication information sent by a network device,
where the first indication information is configured to in-
dicate a transmission path of a specific service, and the
transmission path is a cellular path or a side path; and
transmitting, by the terminal device, the specific service
on the transmission path indicated by the first indication
information.
[0006] In a second aspect, there is provided a method
for selecting a path, including: determining, by a network
device, a transmission path of a specific service, where
the transmission path is a cellular path or a side path;
and sending, by the network device, first indication infor-
mation to a terminal device, where the first indication in-
formation is configured to indicate the transmission path.
[0007] In a third aspect, there is provided a terminal
device, which is configured to execute the method in the
foregoing first aspect or each implementation manner
thereof.
[0008] Specifically, the terminal device includes a func-

tional module for executing the method in the foregoing
first aspect or each implementation manner thereof.
[0009] In a fourth aspect, there is provided a network
device, which is configured to execute the method in the
second aspect or each implementation manner thereof.
[0010] Specifically, the network device includes a func-
tional module for executing the method in the foregoing
second aspect or each implementation manner thereof.
[0011] In a fifth aspect, there is provided a terminal
device, including: a processor and a memory. The mem-
ory is configured to store a computer program, and the
processor is configured to call and run the computer pro-
gram stored in the memory to execute the method in the
above-mentioned first aspect or each implementation
manner thereof.
[0012] In a sixth aspect, there is provided a network
device, including: a processor and a memory. The mem-
ory is configured to store a computer program, and the
processor is configured to call and run the computer pro-
gram stored in the memory, and execute the method in
the second aspect or each implementation manner there-
of.
[0013] In a seventh aspect, a chip is provided for im-
plementing any one of the foregoing first to second as-
pects or the method in each implementation manner
thereof.
[0014] Specifically, the chip includes: a processor,
configured to call and run a computer program from the
memory, so that a device installed with the chip executes
any one of the above-mentioned first to second aspects
or any of the implementation manners thereof.
[0015] In an eighth aspect, a computer-readable stor-
age medium is provided for storing a computer program
that enables a computer to execute any one of the first
aspect to the second aspect or the method in each im-
plementation manner thereof.
[0016] In a ninth aspect, a computer program product
is provided, including computer program instructions that
cause a computer to execute any one of the above-men-
tioned first to second aspects or the methods in each
implementation manner thereof.
[0017] In a tenth aspect, a computer program is pro-
vided, which, when run on a computer, causes the com-
puter to execute any one of the above-mentioned first
aspect to the second aspect or the method in each im-
plementation manner thereof.
[0018] Through the above technical solutions, the ter-
minal device can transmit a specific service on the path
indicated by the network device, which is conducive to
select a suitable path for service transmission, thereby
improving communication performance.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019]

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of a side communica-
tion system provided by an embodiment of the
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present application.
Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram of a side communica-
tion system provided by an embodiment of the
present application.
Fig. 3 is a schematic flowchart of a method for se-
lecting a path provided by an embodiment of the
present application.
Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram of a network architec-
ture of an application provided by an embodiment of
the present application.
Fig. 5 is a schematic block diagram of a terminal
device provided by an embodiment of the present
application.
Fig. 6 is a schematic block diagram of a network
device provided by an embodiment of the present
application.
Fig. 7 is another schematic block diagram of a ter-
minal device provided by an embodiment of the
present application.
Fig. 8 is another schematic block diagram of a net-
work device provided by an embodiment of the
present application.
Fig. 9 is a schematic block diagram of a chip provided
by an embodiment of the present application.
Fig. 10 is a schematic block diagram of a communi-
cation system provided by an embodiment of the
present application.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0020] The technical solutions in the embodiments of
the present application will be described below in con-
junction with the drawings in the embodiments of the
present application. Obviously, the described embodi-
ments are part of the embodiments of the present appli-
cation, not all of the embodiments. Based on the embod-
iments in this application, all other embodiments obtained
by those of ordinary skill in the art without creative work
shall fall within the protection scope of this application.
[0021] The technical solutions of the embodiments of
the present application can be applied to various com-
munication systems, such as: Global System of Mobile
communication (GSM) system, Code Division Multiple
Access (CDMA) system, Wideband Code Division Mul-
tiple Access (WCDMA) system, General Packet Radio
Service (GPRS), Long Term Evolution (LTE) system,
LTE Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) system, LTE Time
Division Duplex (TDD), Universal Mobile Telecommuni-
cation System (UMTS), Worldwide Interoperability for Mi-
crowave Access (WiMAX) communication system or 5G
system, etc.
[0022] Exemplarily, the communication system ap-
plied in the embodiments of the present application may
include a network device, and the network device may
be a device that communicates with a terminal device (or
called a communication terminal or a terminal). The net-
work device can provide communication coverage for a
specific geographic area, and can communicate with the

terminal device(s) located in the coverage area. Option-
ally, the network device can be a base station (Base
Transceiver Station, BTS) in a GSM system or a CDMA
system, a base station (NodeB, NB) in a WCDMA system,
or an evolved base station (Evolutional Node B, eNB or
eNodeB), or a wireless controller in the Cloud Radio Ac-
cess Network (CRAN), or the network device can be a
mobile switching center, a relay station, an access point,
on-board equipment, a wearable device, a hub, a switch,
a bridge, a router, a network side device in 5G networks,
or a network device in the future evolution of the Public
Land Mobile Network (PLMN), etc.
[0023] The communication system applied in the em-
bodiments of the present application further includes at
least one terminal device located within the coverage ar-
ea of the network device. The "terminal device" as used
herein includes, but is not limited to, user equipment (UE),
an access terminal, a user unit, a user station, a mobile
station, a mobile platform, a remote station, a remote
terminal, a mobile device, a user terminal, a terminal,
wireless communication equipment, a user agent or a
user device. The access terminal can be a cellular phone,
a cordless phone, a Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)
phone, a Wireless Local Loop (WLL) station, a Personal
Digital Assistant (PDA), and a handheld device with wire-
less communication function, a computing device or oth-
er processing devices connected to wireless modems,
an in-vehicle device, a wearable device, a terminal device
in the future 5G network or a terminal device in future
evolution of the Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN),
etc., which are not limited in the embodiments of the
present disclosure.
[0024] Optionally, the 5G system or 5G network may
also be referred to as a New Radio (NR) system or NR
network.
[0025] Optionally, Device to Device (D2D) communi-
cation may be performed between terminal devices. Il-
lustratively, Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are schematic diagrams of
an application scenario of an embodiment of the present
application. The figures exemplarily show one network
device and two terminal devices. Optionally, the wireless
communication system may include multiple network de-
vices and the coverage of each network device may in-
clude other numbers of the terminal devices, which is not
limited by the embodiments of the present application.
In addition, the wireless communication system may also
include other network entities such as Mobile Manage-
ment Entity (MME), Serving Gateway (S-GW), Packet
Data Network Gateway (P-GW), etc., which is not limited
by the embodiments of the present application.
[0026] Specifically, the terminal device 20 and the ter-
minal device 30 may communicate in a D2D communi-
cation mode. When performing D2D communication, the
terminal device 20 and the terminal device 30 directly
communicate through a D2D link, that is, a sidelink. As
shown in Fig. 1 or Fig. 2, the terminal device 20 and the
terminal device 30 directly communicate through a side-
link. In Fig. 1, the terminal device 20 and the terminal
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device 30 communicate through a sidelink, and the trans-
mission resource is allocated by the network device 10.
In Fig. 2, the terminal device 20 and the terminal device
30 communicate through a sidelink, and the transmission
resource is independently selected by the terminal de-
vice, and the network device is not required to allocate
the transmission resource.
[0027] The D2D communication mode can be applied
to Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) communication or Vehicle to
Everything (V2X) communication. In V2X communica-
tion, X can generally refer to any device with wireless
receiving and sending capabilities, such as but not limited
to a slow-moving wireless device, a fast-moving vehicle-
mounted device, or a network control node with wireless
transmission and reception capabilities. It should be un-
derstood that the embodiments of the present application
are mainly applied to the scenario of V2X communication,
and can also be applied to any other D2D communication
scenario, which is not limited in the embodiments of the
present application.
[0028] Fig. 3 shows a schematic flowchart of a method
100 for selecting a path in an embodiment of the present
application. The method 100 includes some or all of the
following contents.
[0029] In S110, the network device determines a trans-
mission path of a specific service, where the transmission
path is a cellular path or a side path.
[0030] In S120, the network device sends first indica-
tion information to the terminal device, where the first
indication information is used to indicate the transmission
path.
[0031] In S130, the terminal device receives first indi-
cation information sent by the network device, where the
first indication information is used to indicate the trans-
mission path.
[0032] In S140, the terminal device transmits the spe-
cific service on the transmission path indicated by the
first indication information.
[0033] In the Internet of Vehicles system, the terminal
device may send services through two transmission
paths, including the transmission path between the net-
work device and the terminal device-the cellular path,
and the transmission path between the terminal device
and the terminal device-the side path. The cellular path
uses the Uu interface, while the side path uses the PC5
interface. When the network device learns that the ter-
minal device has a service to be transmitted, it may de-
termine whether to use the cellular path or the side path
according to the service to be transmitted. It should be
noted that the so-called specific service here does not
refer to a special service, but refers to a certain type of
service, that is to say, services with some common fea-
tures. The specific services may be classified according
to service attributes, for example, source address, des-
tination address, and so on. After the network device de-
termines the transmission path of the service to be trans-
mitted, the network device may further indicate to the
terminal device, for example, the network device may

send first indication information to the terminal device,
and the indication information may display or implicitly
indicate the transmission path determined by the network
device. After receiving the first indication information, the
terminal device may first determine whether to use the
cellular path or the side path based on the first indication
information, and further send the service to be transmit-
ted on the determined transmission path.
[0034] Therefore, in the method for selecting a path
provided in the embodiments of the present application,
the terminal device can transmit a specific service on the
path indicated by the network device, which is conducive
to select a suitable path for service transmission.
[0035] Optionally, in the embodiments of the present
application, the network device may be a core network
device, in other words, the terminal device may receive
the first indication information issued by the core network
device, for example, the first indication information is car-
ried in the Non access stratum (NAS) signaling. The core
network device may be a core network device in each
communication system. For example, it may be a core
network mobility management entity (Mobility Manage-
ment Entity, MME) in the 4G system, or an Access and
Mobility Management Function (AMF) in the 5G system,
or it may be a device with the same or similar function
as the core network device in the existing communication
system, or may also be a device with the same or similar
function as the core network appearing in the future com-
munication system.
[0036] Optionally, in the embodiments of the present
application, the network device may be an access net-
work device, or in other words, the terminal device may
receive the first indication information issued by the ac-
cess network device, and the first indication information
is carried in the Radio Resource Control (RRC) signaling,
Media Access Control (MAC), Download Control Infor-
mation (DCI) and other information issued by the access
network device. For example, the network device may
configure the transmission path corresponding to various
services to the terminal device through RRC signaling.
After the terminal device determines which service is to
be transmitted, it can select a path for transmission ac-
cording to the configured corresponding relationship. For
another example, after determining the service to be
transmitted by the terminal device, the network device
may select a transmission path for the service, and indi-
cate the selected transmission path to the terminal device
through DCI signaling. The access network device may
be an access network device in each communication sys-
tem. For example, it may be an eNB in the 4G system,
or a gNB in the 5G system.
[0037] Optionally, if the network device is an access
network device, the first indication information may also
be carried in Service Data Adaptation Protocol (SDAP)
signaling.
[0038] To facilitate understanding, the network archi-
tecture in 5G is firstly introduced. In the network archi-
tecture shown in Fig. 4, the base station is an access
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network device and is responsible for connecting the UE
to the network. The base station may be, for example,
the base station gNB in 5G. AMF is a network element
responsible for the mobility and access management of
the control plane, and a User Plane Function (UPF) is a
network element responsible for the user plane. The Ses-
sion Management Function (SMF) can exchange infor-
mation with the AMF. For example, the SMF can obtain
the information of the access network device from the
AMF.
[0039] Optionally, in the embodiments of the present
application, the first indication information may be directly
sent by the AMF device to the UE. Optionally, the SMF
may trigger the AMF to send the first indication informa-
tion to the UE. For example, the SMF may send second
indication information to the AMF, and the second indi-
cation information may instruct the AMF to send the first
indication information to the UE. Optionally, the AMF may
forward the first indication information sent by the SMF
to the UE. For example, the SMF may send the first in-
dication information to the AMF, and the AMF may for-
ward the first indication information to the UE.
[0040] Optionally, in the embodiments of the present
application, the first indication information may be directly
sent by the gNB to the UE. Optionally, the AMF may
trigger the gNB to send the first indication information to
the UE. For example, the AMF may send the second
indication information to the gNB, and the second indi-
cation information may instruct the gNB to send the first
indication information to the UE. Further, the AMF may
send the second indication information to the gNB under
the trigger of the SMF. Optionally, the gNB may forward
the first indication information sent by the AMF to the UE.
For example, the AMF may send the first indication in-
formation to the gNB, and the gNB may forward the first
indication information to the UE. Optionally, the first in-
dication information may also be sent by the SMF and
forwarded to the UE via the AMF and the gNB.
[0041] Optionally, in the embodiments of the present
application, the first indication information may be directly
sent by the gNB to the LTE. Optionally, the UPF may
trigger the gNB to send the first indication information to
the UE. For example, the UPF may send the second in-
dication information to the gNB, and the second indica-
tion information may instruct the gNB to send the first
indication information to the UE. Further, the UPF may
send the second indication information to the gNB under
the trigger of the SMF. Optionally, the gNB may forward
the first indication information sent by the UPF to the UE.
For example, the UPF may send the first indication infor-
mation to the gNB, and the gNB may forward the first
indication information to the UE. Optionally, the first in-
dication information may also be sent by the SMF and
forwarded to the UE via the UPF and the gNB.
[0042] It should be understood that the above embod-
iments of this application described by taking a 5G com-
munication system as an example can also be applied
to other communication systems, and can also be applied

to 5G+4G dual connection scenarios, etc., which are not
limited by the embodiments of this application.
[0043] In a possible embodiment, the first indication
information indicates the transmission path of the service
through an identifier of the service. For example, the
transmission path of the specific service may be indicated
through a Quality of Service flow Identity (QoS flow ID).
Different services may have different QoS flow IDs, and
the network device may divide the services into two cat-
egories according to QoS flow IDs, one using the cellular
path and the other using the side path. The network de-
vice notifies the terminal device of this classification re-
lationship. The network device may inform the terminal
device of the QoS flow ID of the current service through
the first indication information, and then the terminal de-
vice may determine which transmission path is used for
service transmission according to the QoS flow ID of the
current service.
[0044] In another possible embodiment, the first indi-
cation information may indicate the transmission path of
the specific service through at least one of the following
information of the specific service: source address, des-
tination address, source port number, destination port
number, protocol in use (such as IP protocol, etc.), Pro-
vider Service Identifier (PSID)/Intelligent Transportation
Systems Application Identifier (ITS-AID), Wireless Ac-
cess in Vehicular Environments (WSMP) header field,
geographic network (Geonetworking) header field and
Basic Transport Protocol (BTP) header field. The network
device can classify services into two categories accord-
ing to the above-mentioned at least one type of informa-
tion, one using a cellular path, and the other using a side
path, and notify the terminal device of this classification
relationship. The network device can inform the terminal
device of the above-mentioned at least one type of infor-
mation of the current service through the first indication
information, and the terminal device can determine which
kind of transmission path is to be used for transmitting
service according to the above-mentioned at least one
type of information of the current service. The target ad-
dress and the source address may be a source network
protocol (Internet Protocol, IP) address and a target IP
address, may also be a source address and a target ad-
dress of the second layer, and may also be a Source
Node in the Geonetworking header field and a Destina-
tion Node, etc.
[0045] For example, the WSMP header field includes
4 bits of reserved bits, 4 bits of version bits, and 1 to 4
bytes of PSID/ITS-AID. The first indication information
may be carried in each of the above-mentioned bit fields.
The first indication information may be the WSMP of the
current service issued to the terminal device, and the
reserved bit is used to indicate whether the cellular path
is used or the side path is used. For example, one bit of
the reserved bit is used, the bit of 1 indicating a cellular
path, and the bit of 0 indicating a side path. Alternatively,
because the PSIDs of different services are different, the
network device may divide the services into two catego-
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ries according to the PSIDs and informs the terminal de-
vice. The network device sends the WSMP carrying the
PSID of the current service to the terminal device, and
the terminal device may obtain the PSID of the current
service from the WSMP header field, and determine the
used transmission path according to the classification
relationship.
[0046] Optionally, the network device may first map at
least one of the above-mentioned information to the QoS
flow ID, and the terminal device may learn the transmis-
sion path corresponding to the QoS flow ID of the current
service indicated by the first indication information
through the corresponding relationship between the QoS
flow ID and the transmission path, and then may transmit
the service on the transmission path.
[0047] Optionally, the foregoing examples illustrate
various implicit indication methods, and the network de-
vice may also indicate the transmission path of the cur-
rent service explicitly. That is, the network device can
first determine the transmission path of the current serv-
ice, and then directly indicate the determined transmis-
sion path through the indication information. For exam-
ple, the determined transmission path can be indicated
by a certain bit field in the RRC signaling. If the bit field
is 1, it can be considered to indicate a cellular path; and
if the bit field is 0, it can be considered to indicate a side
path. The embodiments of the present application should
not be limited to this example.
[0048] It should be understood that, in the various em-
bodiments of the present application, the size of the se-
quence number of the above-mentioned processes does
not mean the order of execution, and the execution order
of each process should be determined by its function and
internal logic. The sequence number of the above-men-
tioned processes should not constitute any limitation on
the implementation process of the embodiments of the
present application.
[0049] The method for selecting a path according to
the embodiments of the present application has been
described in detail above. The apparatus for selecting a
path according to the embodiments of the present appli-
cation will be described below in conjunction with Fig. 5
to Fig. 8. The technical features described in the method
embodiments are applicable to the following apparatus
embodiments.
[0050] Fig. 5 shows a schematic block diagram of a
terminal device 200 according to an embodiment of the
present application. As shown in Fig. 5, the terminal de-
vice 200 includes:
a transceiver unit 210, configured to receive first indica-
tion information sent by a network device, the first indi-
cation information being used to indicate a transmission
path of a specific service, and the transmission path being
a cellular path or a side path; and transmit the specific
service on the transmission path indicated by the first
indication information.
[0051] Optionally, in the embodiment of the present
application, the network device is a core network device,

and the first indication information is carried in non-ac-
cess stratum (NAS) signaling.
[0052] Optionally, in the embodiment of the present
application, the core network device is an access and
mobility management function (AMF).
[0053] Optionally, in the embodiment of the present
application, the network device is an access network de-
vice.
[0054] Optionally, in the embodiment of the present
application, the first indication information is carried in
radio resource control (RRC) signaling.
[0055] Optionally, in the embodiment of the present
application, the first indication information is carried in
service data adaptation protocol (SDAP) signaling.
[0056] Optionally, in the embodiment of the present
application, the first indication information indicates the
transmission path of the specific service through a QoS
flow identifier of the specific service.
[0057] Optionally, in the embodiment of the present
application, the first indication information indicates the
transmission path of the specific service through at least
one of the following information of the specific service:
source IP address, destination IP address, source port
number, destination port number, protocol in use, Pro-
vider Service Identifier (PSID)/Intelligent Transportation
Systems Application Identifier (ITS-AID), destination ad-
dress, source address, Wireless Access in Vehicular En-
vironments (WSMP) header field, Geonetworking header
field and Basic Transport Protocol (BTP) header field.
[0058] It should be understood that the terminal device
200 according to the embodiment of the present appli-
cation may correspond to the terminal device in the meth-
od embodiment of the present application, and the above
and other operations and/or functions of each unit in the
terminal device 200 are to implement the corresponding
process of the terminal device in the method of Fig. 3
respectively. For the sake of brevity, details will not be
repeated here.
[0059] Fig. 6 shows a schematic block diagram of a
network device 300 according to an embodiment of the
present application. As shown in Fig. 6, the network de-
vice 300 includes:

a processing unit 310, configured to determine a
transmission path of a specific service, where the
transmission path is a cellular path or a lateral path;
and
a transceiver unit 320, configured to send first indi-
cation information to the terminal device, where the
first indication information is used to indicate the
transmission path.

[0060] Optionally, in the embodiment of the present
application, the network device is a core network device,
and the first indication information is carried in non-ac-
cess stratum (NAS) signaling.
[0061] Optionally, in the embodiment of the present
application, the core network device is an access and
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mobility management function (AMF).
[0062] Optionally, in the embodiment of the applica-
tion, the transceiver unit is further configured to: receive
second indication information sent by a session manage-
ment function (SMF), where the second indication infor-
mation is used to instruct the AMF to send the first indi-
cation information to the terminal device.
[0063] Optionally, in the embodiment of the present
application, the network device is an access network de-
vice.
[0064] Optionally, in the embodiment of the present
application, the first indication information is carried in
radio resource control (RRC) signaling.
[0065] Optionally, in the embodiment of the present
application, the transceiver unit is further configured to:
receive second indication information sent by the access
and mobility management function (AMF), where the sec-
ond indication information is used to indicate the access
network device to send the first indication information to
the terminal device.
[0066] Optionally, in the embodiment of the present
application, the first indication information is carried in
service data adaptation protocol (SDAP) signaling.
[0067] Optionally, in the embodiment of the present
application, the transceiver unit is further configured to:
receive second indication information sent by a user
plane function (UPF), where the second indication infor-
mation is used to instruct the access network device to
send the first indication information to the terminal device.
[0068] Optionally, in the embodiment of the present
application, the second instruction information is sent un-
der an instruction of the session management function
(SMF).
[0069] Optionally, in the embodiment of the present
application, the first indication information indicates the
transmission path of the specific service through at least
one of the following information of the specific service:
source IP address, destination IP address, source port
number, destination port number, protocol in use, Pro-
vider Service Identifier (PSID)/Intelligent Transportation
Systems Application Identifier (ITS-AID), destination ad-
dress, source address, Wireless Access in Vehicular En-
vironments (WSMP) header field, Geonetworking header
field and Basic Transport Protocol (BTP) header field
[0070] Optionally, in the embodiment of the present
application, the first indication information indicates the
transmission path of the specific service through the qual-
ity of service flow identifier of the specific service.
[0071] Optionally, in the embodiment of the present
application, the processing unit is further configured to:
map at least one of the following information of the spe-
cific service to the quality of service flow identifier of the
specific service: source IP address, destination IP ad-
dress, source port number, destination port number, pro-
tocol in use, Provider Service Identifier (PSID)/Intelligent
Transportation Systems Application Identifier (ITS-AID),
destination address, source address, Wireless Access
in Vehicular Environments (WSMP) header field,

Geonetworking header field and Basic Transport Proto-
col (BTP) header field.
[0072] It should be understood that the network device
300 according to the embodiment of the present appli-
cation may correspond to the network device in the meth-
od embodiment of the present application, and the
above-mentioned and other operations and/or functions
of each unit in the network device 300 are to implement
the corresponding process of the network device in the
method of Fig. 3. For the sake of brevity, details will not
be repeated here.
[0073] As shown in Fig. 7, an embodiment of the
present application also provides a terminal device 400.
The terminal device 400 may be the terminal device 200
in Fig. 5, which can be used to execute the content of
the terminal device corresponding to the method 100 in
Fig. 3. The terminal device 400 shown in Fig. 7 includes
a processor 410, and the processor 410 can call and run
a computer program from a memory to implement the
method in the embodiments of the present application.
[0074] Optionally, as shown in Fig. 7, the terminal de-
vice 400 may further include a memory 420. The proc-
essor 410 may call and run a computer program from the
memory 420 to implement the method in the embodi-
ments of the present application.
[0075] The memory 420 may be a separate device in-
dependent of the processor 410, or may be integrated in
the processor 410.
[0076] Optionally, as shown in Fig. 7, the terminal de-
vice 400 may further include a transceiver 430, and the
processor 410 may control the transceiver 430 to com-
municate with other devices. Specifically, it may send
information or data to other devices, or receive informa-
tion or data sent by other devices.
[0077] The transceiver 430 may include a transmitter
and a receiver. The transceiver 430 may further include
an antenna, and the number of antennas may be one or
more.
[0078] Optionally, the terminal device 400 may be the
terminal device of the embodiments of the present appli-
cation, and the terminal device 400 may implement the
corresponding process implemented by the terminal de-
vice in each method of the embodiments of the present
application. For brevity, details are not described herein
again.
[0079] In a specific implementation manner, the trans-
ceiver unit in the terminal device 300 may be implement-
ed by the transceiver 430 in Fig. 7.
[0080] As shown in Fig. 8, an embodiment of the
present application also provides a network device 500.
The network device 500 may be the network device 300
in Fig. 6, which can be used to execute the content of
the network device corresponding to the method 100 in
Fig. 3. The network device 500 shown in Fig. 8 includes
a processor 510, and the processor 510 can call and run
a computer program from a memory to implement the
method in the embodiments of the present application.
[0081] Optionally, as shown in Fig. 8, the network de-
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vice 500 may further include a memory 520. The proc-
essor 510 may call and run a computer program from the
memory 520 to implement the method in the embodi-
ments of the present application.
[0082] The memory 520 may be a separate device in-
dependent of the processor 510, or may be integrated in
the processor 510.
[0083] Optionally, as shown in Fig. 8, the network de-
vice 500 may further include a transceiver 530, and the
processor 510 may control the transceiver 530 to com-
municate with other devices. Specifically, it may send
information or data to other devices, or receive informa-
tion or data sent by other devices.
[0084] The transceiver 530 may include a transmitter
and a receiver. The transceiver 530 may further include
an antenna, and the number of antennas may be one or
more.
[0085] Optionally, the network device 500 may be the
network device of the embodiments of the present appli-
cation, and the network device 500 may implement the
corresponding processes implemented by the network
device in each method of the embodiments of the present
application. For brevity, details are not described herein
again.
[0086] In a specific implementation manner, the
processing unit in the network device 300 may be imple-
mented by the processor 510 in Fig. 8. The transceiver
unit in the network device 300 may be implemented by
the transceiver 530 in Fig. 8.
[0087] Fig. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of a chip
of an embodiment of the present application. The chip
600 shown in Fig. 9 includes a processor 610, and the
processor 610 can call and run a computer program from
the memory to implement the method in the embodi-
ments of the present application.
[0088] Optionally, as shown in Fig. 9, the chip 600 may
further include a memory 620. The processor 610 may
call and run a computer program from the memory 620
to implement the method in the embodiments of the
present application.
[0089] The memory 620 may be a separate device in-
dependent of the processor 610, or may be integrated in
the processor 610.
[0090] Optionally, the chip 600 may further include an
input interface 630. The processor 610 can control the
input interface 630 to communicate with other devices or
chips, and specifically, can obtain information or data
sent by other devices or chips.
[0091] Optionally, the chip 600 may further include an
output interface 640. The processor 610 can control the
output interface 640 to communicate with other devices
or chips, and specifically, can output information or data
to other devices or chips.
[0092] Optionally, the chip can be applied to the net-
work device in the embodiments of the present applica-
tion, and the chip can implement the corresponding proc-
ess implemented by the network device in the various
methods of the embodiments of the present application.

For brevity, details are not described herein again.
[0093] Optionally, the chip can be applied to the termi-
nal device in the embodiments of the present application,
and the chip can implement the corresponding process
implemented by the terminal device in the various meth-
ods of the embodiments of the present application. For
brevity, details are not repeated here.
[0094] It should be understood that the chip mentioned
in the embodiments of the present application may also
be referred to as a system-level chip, a system chip, a
chip system, or a system-on-chip, etc.
[0095] Fig. 10 is a schematic block diagram of a com-
munication system 700 according to an embodiment of
the present application. As shown in Fig. 10, the com-
munication system 700 includes a terminal device 710
and a network device 720.
[0096] The terminal device 710 can be used to imple-
ment the corresponding function implemented by the ter-
minal device in the above method, and the network de-
vice 720 can be used to implement the corresponding
function implemented by the network device in the above
method. For brevity, details will not be repeated here.
[0097] It should be understood that the processor of
the embodiments of the present application may be an
integrated circuit chip with signal processing capability.
In the implementation process, each step of the foregoing
method embodiments may be completed by an integrat-
ed logic circuit of hardware in a processor or instructions
in a form of software. The processor may be a general-
purpose processor, a Digital Signal Processor (DSP), an
Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), a Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), or other programma-
ble logic devices, discrete gates or transistor logic devic-
es and discrete hardware components. The methods,
steps, and logical block diagrams disclosed in the em-
bodiments of the present application may be implement-
ed or executed. The general purpose processor may be
a microprocessor or the processor or any conventional
processor or the like. The steps of the method disclosed
in the embodiments of the present application may be
directly implemented by the hardware decoding proces-
sor, or may be performed by a combination of hardware
and software modules in the decoding processor. The
software module may be located in a mature storage me-
dium in the art, such as a random access memory, a flash
memory, a read only memory, a programmable read only
memory or an electrically erasable programmable mem-
ory, a register, and the like. The storage medium is lo-
cated in the memory, and the processor reads the infor-
mation in the memory and completes the steps of the
above method in combination with its hardware.
[0098] It is to be understood that the memory in the
embodiments of the present application may be a volatile
memory or a non-volatile memory, or may include both
volatile and non-volatile memories. The non-volatile
memory may be a Read-Only Memory (ROM), a Pro-
grammable ROM (PROM), an Erasable PROM
(EPROM), an Electrically EPROM (EEPROM) or a flash
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memory. The volatile memory may be a Random Access
Memory (RAM) that acts as an external cache. By way
of example and not limitation, many forms of RAM are
available, such as a Static RAM (SRAM), a Dynamic RAM
(DRAM), a Synchronous DRAM (SDRAM), a Double Da-
ta Rate SDRAM (DDR SDRAM), an Enhanced SDRAM
(ESDRAM), a Synchlink DRAM (SLDRAM) and Direct
Rambus RAM (DR RAM). It should be noted that the
memories of the systems and methods described herein
are intended to include, but not limited to, these and any
other suitable types of memory.
[0099] It should be understood that the foregoing mem-
ory is exemplary but not restrictive. For example, the
memory in the embodiments of the present application
may also be a static RAM (SRAM), a dynamic RAM
(DRAM), a synchronous DRAM (SDRAM), a double data
rate SDRAM (DDR SDRAM), an enhanced SDRAM (ES-
DRAM), a synch link DRAM (SLDRAM) and a Direct
Rambus RAM (DR RAM), etc. That is to say, the memory
in the embodiments of the present application is intended
to include but not limited to these and any other suitable
types of memory.
[0100] The embodiment of the present application also
provides a computer-readable storage medium for stor-
ing computer programs.
[0101] Optionally, the computer-readable storage me-
dium may be applied to the network device in the em-
bodiments of the present application, and the computer
program causes the computer to execute the corre-
sponding process implemented by the network device in
each method of the embodiments of the present appli-
cation. For brevity, details will not be repeated here.
[0102] Optionally, the computer-readable storage me-
dium may be applied to the terminal device in the em-
bodiments of the present application, and the computer
program causes the computer to execute the corre-
sponding process implemented by the mobile termi-
nal/terminal device in each method of the embodiments
of the present application. For brevity, details will not be
repeated here.
[0103] The embodiments of the present application al-
so provide a computer program product, including com-
puter program instructions.
[0104] Optionally, the computer program product may
be applied to the network device in the embodiments of
the present application, and the computer program in-
structions cause the computer to execute the corre-
sponding process implemented by the network device in
each method of the embodiments of the present appli-
cation. For brevity, details will not be repeated here.
[0105] Optionally, the computer program product may
be applied to the terminal device in the embodiments of
the present application, and the computer program in-
structions cause the computer to execute the corre-
sponding process implemented by the mobile termi-
nal/terminal device in each method of the embodiments
of the present application. For brevity, details will not be
repeated here.

[0106] The embodiment of the present application also
provides a computer program.
[0107] Optionally, the computer program may be ap-
plied to the network device in the embodiments of the
present application. When the computer program runs
on the computer, the computer is caused to execute the
corresponding process implemented by the network de-
vice in each method of the embodiments of the present
application. For brevity, details will not be repeated here.
[0108] Optionally, the computer program may be ap-
plied to the terminal device in the embodiments of the
present application. When the computer program runs
on the computer, it causes the computer to execute the
corresponding process implemented by the terminal de-
vice in each method of the embodiments of the present
application. For brevity, details will not be repeated here.
[0109] Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate
that the unit and algorithm steps of the various examples
described in connection with the embodiments disclosed
herein may be implemented in electronic hardware or a
combination of computer software and electronic hard-
ware. Whether these functions are performed in hard-
ware or software depends on the specific application and
design constraints of the solution. A person skilled in the
art may use different methods to implement the described
functions for each particular application, but such imple-
mentation should not be considered to be beyond the
scope of the present application.
[0110] A person skilled in the art may clearly under-
stand that for the convenience and brevity of the descrip-
tion, the specific working process of the system, the ap-
paratus and the unit described above may refer to the
corresponding process in the foregoing method embod-
iments, and details are not repeated herein again.
[0111] In the several embodiments provided by the
present application, it should be understood that the dis-
closed systems, apparatuses, and methods may be im-
plemented in other manners. For example, the apparatus
embodiments described above are merely illustrative.
For example, the division of the unit is only a logical func-
tion division. In actual implementation, there may be an-
other division manner, for example, a plurality of units or
components may be combined or may be integrated into
another system, or some features may be ignored or not
executed. In addition, the mutual coupling or direct cou-
pling or communication connection shown or discussed
may be an indirect coupling or communication connec-
tion through some interfaces, apparatuses or units, and
may be in an electrical, mechanical or other form.
[0112] The units described as separate components
may or may not be physically separated, and the com-
ponents displayed as units may or may not be physical
units, that is, may be located in one place, or may be
distributed to a plurality of network units. Some or all of
the units may be selected according to actual needs to
achieve the purpose of the solutions of the embodiments.
[0113] In addition, each functional unit in each embod-
iment of the present application may be integrated into
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one processing unit, or each unit may exist physically
separately, or two or more units may be integrated into
one unit.
[0114] The functions may be stored in a computer
readable storage medium if implemented in the form of
a software functional unit and sold or used as a stan-
dalone product. Based on such understanding, the es-
sence of the technical solutions of the embodiments of
the present disclosure, or the part contributing to the prior
art, may be embodied in the form of a software product
which is stored in a storage medium including a number
of instructions such that a computer device (which may
be a personal computer, a server, or a network device,
etc.) performs all or part of the method described in each
of the embodiments of the present disclosure. The afore-
mentioned storage media include: a U disk, a mobile hard
disk, a Read-Only Memory (ROM), a Random Access
Memory (RAM), a magnetic disk or an optical disk and
other media that can store program codes.
[0115] The foregoing are only specific embodiments
of the present application, and the protection scope of
the present application is not limited thereto. The chang-
es or substitutions readily contemplated by any person
skilled in the art within the technical scope disclosed in
the present application should be covered by the protec-
tion scope of this application. Therefore, the protection
scope of the present application should be determined
by the scope of the claims.

Claims

1. A method for selecting a path, comprising:

receiving, by a terminal device, first indication
information sent by a network device, wherein
the first indication information is configured to
indicate a transmission path of a specific serv-
ice, and the transmission path is a cellular path
or a side path; and
transmitting, by the terminal device, the specific
service on the transmission path indicated by
the first indication information.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the net-
work device is a core network device, and the first
indication information is carried in Non-Access Stra-
tum (NAS) signaling.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the core
network device is an Access and Mobility Manage-
ment Function (AMF).

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the net-
work device is an access network device.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the first
indication information is carried in Radio Resource

Control (RRC) signaling.

6. The method according to claim 4, wherein the first
indication information is carried in Service Data Ad-
aptation Protocol (SDAP) signaling.

7. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 5,
wherein the first indication information indicates the
transmission path of the specific service through a
quality of service flow identity of the specific service.

8. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 5,
wherein the first indication information indicates the
transmission path of the specific service through at
least one of following information of the specific serv-
ice: a source address, a destination address, a
source port number, a destination port number, a
protocol in use, a Provider Service Identifier
(PSID)/Intelligent Transportation Systems Applica-
tion Identifier (ITS-AID), a Wireless Access in Vehic-
ular Environments (WSMP) header field, a geonet-
working header field, and a Basic Transport Protocol
(BTP) header field.

9. A method for selecting a path, comprising:

determining, by a network device, a transmis-
sion path of a specific service, wherein the trans-
mission path is a cellular path or a side path; and
sending, by the network device, first indication
information to a terminal device, wherein the first
indication information is configured to indicate
the transmission path.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the net-
work device is a core network device, and the first
indication information is carried in Non-Access Stra-
tum (NAS) signaling.

11. The method according to claim 10, wherein the core
network device is an Access and Mobility Manage-
ment Function (AMF).

12. The method according to claim 11, further compris-
ing:
receiving, by the AMF, second indication information
sent by a Session Management Function (SMF),
wherein the second indication information is config-
ured to instruct the AMF to send the first indication
information to the terminal device.

13. The method according to claim 9, wherein the net-
work device is an access network device.

14. The method according to claim 13, wherein the first
indication information is carried in Radio Resource
Control (RRC) signaling.
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15. The method according to claim 14, further compris-
ing:
receiving, by the access network device, second in-
dication information sent by an Access and Mobility
Management Function (AMF), wherein the second
indication information is configured to instruct the ac-
cess network device to send the first indication in-
formation to the terminal device.

16. The method according to claim 13, wherein the first
indication information is carried in Service Data Ad-
aptation Protocol (SDAP) signaling.

17. The method according to claim 16, further compris-
ing:
receiving, by the access network device, second in-
dication information sent by a User Plane Function
(UPF), wherein the second indication information is
configured to instruct the access network device to
send the first indication information to the terminal
device.

18. The method according to claim 15 or 17, wherein the
second indication information is sent under an in-
struction of a Session Management Function (SMF).

19. The method according to any one of claims 9 to 18,
wherein the first indication information indicates the
transmission path of the specific service through at
least one of following information of the specific serv-
ice: a source address, a destination address, a
source port number, a destination port number, a
protocol in use, a Provider Service Identifier
(PSID)/Intelligent Transportation Systems Applica-
tion Identifier (ITS-AID), a Wireless Access in Vehic-
ular Environments (WSMP) header field, a geonet-
working header field, and a Basic Transport Protocol
(BTP) header field.

20. The method according to any one of claims 9 to 18,
wherein the first indication information indicates the
transmission path of the specific service through a
quality of service flow identity of the specific service.

21. The method according to claim 20, wherein before
the network device sends the first indication infor-
mation to the terminal device, the method further
comprises:
mapping, by the network device, at least one of fol-
lowing information of the specific service to the qual-
ity of service flow identity of the specific service: a
source address, a destination address, a source port
number, a destination port number, a protocol in use,
a Provider Service Identifier (PSID)/Intelligent
Transportation Systems Application Identifier (ITS-
AID), a Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments
(WSMP) header field, a geonetworking header field,
and a Basic Transport Protocol (BTP) header field.

22. A terminal device, comprising:
a transceiver unit, configured to receive first indica-
tion information sent by a network device, the first
indication information being configured to indicate a
transmission path of a specific service, and the trans-
mission path being a cellular path or a side path; and
transmit the specific service on the transmission path
indicated by the first indication information.

23. The terminal device according to claim 22, wherein
the network device is a core network device, and the
first indication information is carried in Non-Access
Stratum (NAS) signaling.

24. The terminal device according to claim 23, wherein
the core network device is an Access and Mobility
Management Function (AMF).

25. The terminal device according to claim 22, wherein
the network device is an access network device.

26. The terminal device according to claim 25, wherein
the first indication information is carried in Radio Re-
source Control (RRC) signaling.

27. The terminal device according to claim 25, wherein
the first indication information is carried in a Service
Data Adaptation Protocol (SDAP) signaling.

28. The terminal device according to any one of claims
22 to 27, wherein the first indication information in-
dicates the transmission path of the specific service
through a quality of service flow identity of the spe-
cific service.

29. The terminal device according to any one of claims
22 to 27, wherein the first indication information in-
dicates the transmission path of the specific service
through at least one of following information of the
specific service: a source address, a destination ad-
dress, a source port number, a destination port
number, a protocol in use, a Provider Service Iden-
tifier (PSID)/Intelligent Transportation Systems Ap-
plication Identifier (ITS-AID), a Wireless Access in
Vehicular Environments (WSMP) header field, a
geonetworking header field, and a Basic Transport
Protocol (BTP) header field.

30. A network device, comprising:

a processing unit, configured to determine a
transmission path of a specific service, wherein
the transmission path is a cellular path or a side
path; and
a transceiver unit, configured to send first indi-
cation information to a terminal device, wherein
the first indication information is configured to
indicate the transmission path.
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31. The network device according to claim 30, wherein
the network device is a core network device, and the
first indication information is carried in Non-Access
Stratum (NAS) signaling.

32. The network device according to claim 31, wherein
the core network device is an Access and Mobility
Management Function (AMF).

33. The network device according to claim 32, wherein
the transceiver unit is further configured to:
receive second indication information sent by a Ses-
sion Management Function (SMF), wherein the sec-
ond indication information is configured to instruct
the AMF to send the first indication information to
the terminal device.

34. The network device according to claim 30, wherein
the network device is an access network device.

35. The network device according to claim 34, wherein
the first indication information is carried in Radio Re-
source Control (RRC) signaling.

36. The network device according to claim 35, wherein
the transceiver unit is further configured to:
receive second indication information sent by an Ac-
cess and Mobility Management Function (AMF),
wherein the second indication information is config-
ured to instruct the access network device to send
the first indication information to the terminal device.

37. The network device according to claim 34, wherein
the first indication information is carried in Service
Data Adaptation Protocol (SDAP) signaling.

38. The network device according to claim 37, wherein
the transceiver unit is further configured to:
receive second indication information sent by a User
Plane Function (UPF), wherein the second indication
information is configured to instruct the access net-
work device to send the first indication information
to the terminal device.

39. The network device according to claim 36 or 38,
wherein the second instruction information is sent
under an instruction of a Session Management Func-
tion (SMF).

40. The network device according to any one of claims
30 to 39, wherein the first indication information in-
dicates the transmission path of the specific service
through at least one of following information of the
specific service: a source address, a destination ad-
dress, a source port number, a destination port
number, a protocol in use, a Provider Service Iden-
tifier (PSID)/Intelligent Transportation Systems Ap-
plication Identifier (ITS-AID), a Wireless Access in

Vehicular Environments (WSMP) header field, a
geonetworking header field, and a Basic Transport
Protocol (BTP) header field.

41. The network device according to any one of claims
30 to 39, wherein the first indication information in-
dicates the transmission path of the specific service
through a quality of service flow identity of the spe-
cific service.

42. The network device according to claim 41, wherein
the processing unit is further configured to:
map at least one of following information of the spe-
cific service to the quality of service data stream iden-
tifier of the specific service: a source address, a des-
tination address, a source port number, a destination
port number, a protocol in use, a Provider Service
Identifier (PSID)/Intelligent Transportation Systems
Application Identifier (ITS-AID), a Wireless Access
in Vehicular Environments (WSMP) header field, a
geonetworking header field, and a Basic Transport
Protocol (BTP) header field.

43. A terminal device, comprising: a processor and a
memory, the memory is configured to store a com-
puter program, and the processor is configured to
call and run the computer program stored in the
memory, and execute the method according to any
one of claims 1 to 8.

44. A network device, comprising: a processor and a
memory, the memory is configured to store a com-
puter program, and the processor is configured to
call and run the computer program stored in the
memory, and execute the method according to
claims 9 to 21.

45. A chip, comprising: a processor, configured to call
and run a computer program from a memory, so that
a device installed with the chip executes the method
according to any one of claims 1 to 8.

46. A chip, comprising: a processor, configured to call
and run a computer program from a memory, so that
a device installed with the chip executes the method
according to any one of claims 9 to 21.

47. A computer-readable storage medium, configured
to store a computer program that enables a computer
to execute the method according to any one of claims
1 to 8.

48. A computer-readable storage medium, configured
to store a computer program that enables a computer
to execute the method according to any one of claims
9 to 21.

49. A computer program product, comprising computer
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program instructions that cause a computer to exe-
cute the method according to any one of claims 1 to 8.

50. A computer program product, comprising computer
program instructions that cause a computer to exe-
cute the method according to any one of claims 9 to
21.

51. A computer program, wherein the computer program
causes a computer to execute the method according
to any one of claims 1 to 8.

52. A computer program, wherein the computer program
causes a computer to execute the method according
to any one of claims 9 to 21.
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